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ABSTRACT 
This paper has four parts: Achievement gap in Mexico, What has been done in Mexico?, 

Successful innovative experiences, and What else should be done? In the first part is 

presented an overview about Mexico, specially High School [HS] students distribution 

data, which is a very complex educational level, and some evaluations results who show 

the achievement gap in Science and Math. Mexico is an expansive country with 

enormous inequality and this is reflected in education no matter the government efforts, 

which are summarized in the second part. Third part describes six successful experiences, 

two in schools of poor comunities, one on the presence of Mexico in the RobotChallenge 

international competitions and the last three led by Mexican public and private 

institutions. All of them point out in the last part what more needs there to be done. The 

conclusions are a series of reflections to foster the discussion, mainly about the need to 

innovate and promote autonomous curricular development, considering learning 

achievements as the fundamental educative purpose and designing school as a learning 

community in interaction with the local, social and natural environment. This requires 

boost decisively the autonomy of school’s management. 
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